# Kindergarten
- No. 2 pencils *(more as needed)*
- 1 - box of 24 regular Crayola crayons *(more as needed)*
- 1 - box of 8 classic color markers
- 1 - package dry erase markers
- 1 - wide ruled spiral notebook *(more as needed)*
- Box of tissues, regular size *(more as needed)*
- Earbuds OR headphones

# 1st Grade
- No. 2 pencils *(more as needed)*
- 1 - box of 24 regular Crayola crayons *(more as needed)*
- 1 - box of 8 classic color markers
- 1 - package dry erase markers
- 1 - white school glue (8 oz.) *(more as needed)*
- Scissors - 4 1/2” - 5” pointed *(metal cutting edge, Fiskar or equal)*
- 2 - wide ruled spiral notebook *(more as needed)*
- Box of tissues, regular size *(more as needed)*
- Earbuds OR headphones

# 2nd Grade
- No. 2 pencils *(more as needed)*
- 1 - box of 24 regular Crayola crayons
- 1 - box of 8 classic color markers
- 1 - package dry erase markers
- 1 - box of colored pencils
- 1 - white school glue (8 oz.)
- Scissors - 4 1/2” - 5” pointed *(metal cutting edge, Fiskar or equal)*
- 4 - folders with bottom pockets and prongs *(solid color preferred – green, blue, yellow, red)*
- 2 - wide ruled spiral notebooks *(more as needed)*
- Box of tissues, regular size *(more as needed)*
- Earbuds OR headphones

# 3rd Grade
- No. 2 pencils *(more as needed)*
- 1 - box of 24 regular Crayola crayons
- 1 - box of 8 classic color markers
- 1 - package dry erase markers
- 1 - wide ruled spiral notebook *(more as needed)*
- 1 - black or blue ballpoint pen *(more as needed)*
- 1 - white glue stick *(more as needed)*
- 1 - eraser *(Magic Rub or equal)*
- 1 - ruler – 12”, standard ruler
- 5 - plain two pocket folders *(solid color preferred – green, blue, yellow, red, purple)*
- 4 - wide ruled spiral notebooks *(more as needed)*
- 1 - package wide ruled loose leaf paper *(more as needed)*
- Box of tissues, regular size *(more as needed)*
- Earbuds OR headphones

# 4th Grade
- No. 2 pencils *(more as needed)*
- 1 - box of 24 regular Crayola crayons
- 1 - box of 8 classic color markers
- 1 - package dry erase markers
- 1 - box of colored pencils
- 1 - red pen *(more as needed)*
- 1 - black or blue ballpoint pen *(more as needed)*
- 1 - eraser *(Magic Rub or equal)*
- 1 - white school glue (8 oz.)
- Scissors - 5” - 7” pointed *(metal cutting edge, Fiskar or equal)*
- 1 - ruler – 12”, standard ruler
- 5 - plain two pocket folders *(solid color preferred – green, blue, yellow, red, purple)*
- 4 - wide ruled spiral notebooks *(more as needed)*
- 1 - package wide ruled loose leaf paper *(more as needed)*
- Box of tissues, regular size *(more as needed)*
- Earbuds OR headphones

# 5th Grade
- No. 2 pencils *(more as needed)*
- 1 - box of 24 regular Crayola crayons
- 1 - box of 8 classic color markers
- 1 - package dry erase markers
- 1 - box of colored pencils
- 1 - red pen or pencil *(more as needed)*
- 1 - black or blue ballpoint pen *(more as needed)*
- 1 - eraser *(Magic Rub or equal)*
- 1 - white school glue (8 oz.)
- Scissors - 5” - 7” pointed *(metal cutting edge, Fiskar or equal)*
- 1 - ruler – 12”, standard ruler
- 5 - plain two pocket folders *(solid color preferred – green, blue, yellow, red, purple)*
- 5 - wide ruled spiral notebooks *(more as needed)*
- 1 - package wide ruled loose leaf paper *(more as needed)*
- Box of tissues, regular size *(more as needed)*
- Earbuds OR headphones

*This is a basic school supply list. Additional items may be requested by the classroom teacher.*